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Abstract: Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is a common and severe epilepsy displaying rhythmicity
in humans and animals. However, how the circadian clock contributes to TLE remains elusive. A
recent circadian analysis of the ventral hippocampal transcriptome of pilocarpine-induced TLE mice
revealed as many as 1650 rhythmically expressed transcripts. Here, a comparison of the mouse ventral
hippocampal transcriptome with the human epilepsy-related gene set identified 315 possible mouse
epilepsy-related genes. Rhythmicity analysis classified them into arrhythmicity, loss-of-rhythmicity,
gain-of-rhythmicity, and rhythmicity-maintaining groups. KEGG and GO analyses of these mouse
epilepsy genes suggest their involvement in circadian entrainment. In TLE mice, Htr1d, Drd2, and
Chrna3 lose rhythmicity, but P2rx7 gains rhythmicity; the up-regulation of Htr1d and Drd2 and
down-regulation of Chrna3 inhibit adenylate cyclase (AC), and up-regulation of Htr1d, Drd2, and
P2rx7 activates protein kinase C (PKC). Together, these results suggest that epilepsy can disrupt the
circadian dynamics of the epileptic genes, shed light on possible TLE pathogenesis, and provide
potential targets for TLE diagnosis and chronotherapy.
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1. Introduction

Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is a common severe neurologic disorder characteristic of
recurrent seizures [1]. The potential role of the circadian clock in seizures has been observed
in humans and animals [2,3]; for instance, neocortical temporal lobe epilepsy (NTLE) peaks
in the afternoon in humans [4] and displays a diurnal pattern in rodent models [5]. The
rhythmic expression of canonical circadian clock genes is disrupted in human epileptic
tissues [6], and mouse mutants of core circadian clock genes exhibit increased epileptic
susceptibility [6]. However, whether and how the rhythmicity of epilepsy-related genes is
altered in epilepsy remains unclear.

A recent circadian analysis of the ventral hippocampal transcriptome of the pilocarpine-
induced TLE mice revealed abnormal expression patterns of genes involved in aerobic
glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation in TLE mice [3], shedding light on the altered
circadian transcription dynamics in the ventral hippocampal transcriptome of TLE mice.
Moreover, this study also provides an opportunity to investigate the altered rhythmicity of
mouse epilepsy-related genes.

Here, we interrogated the ventral hippocampal transcriptome of mice with 661 human
epilepsy-related genes we recently compiled [7] and identified 315 possible mouse epilepsy-
related genes. Rhythmicity analysis classified them into four groups. KEGG and GSEA
analyses show that the circadian entrainment pathway is likely repressed in TLE mice. We
find that Htr1d, Drd2, and Chrna3 involved in the neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction
pathway lose rhythmicity, but P2rx7 gains rhythmicity, and their up-regulation or down-
regulation results in the down-regulation of adenylate cyclase (AC) and up-regulation
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of protein kinase C (PKC) in TLE mice, providing potential targets for TLE diagnosis
and chronotherapy.

2. Results
2.1. Epilepsy-Related Genes in the Ventral Hippocampal Transcriptome of Mice

In this study, we interrogated the ventral hippocampal transcriptome of mice [3] with
661 human epilepsy-related genes, recently compiled from two widely accepted public
disease databases [7], and identified 315 possible mouse epilepsy-related genes (Figure 1A),
including 79 causative driver genes, 101 passenger genes, and 135 undetermined genes
(Tables S1 and S2). Rhythmicity analysis further classified these mouse epilepsy-related
genes into 251 arrhythmic genes, 25 loss-of-rhythmicity genes, 34 gain-of-rhythmicity genes,
and five rhythmicity-maintaining genes (Figure 1B, Table S3). High percentages of signifi-
cantly differentially expressed genes showed the altered expression of most epilepsy-related
genes in TLE mice, likely contributing to the rhythmic seizures (Table S4). Up-regulated and
down-regulated genes in these four groups around the peaking time of seizures (ZT7) [3]
are shown in the Volcano plot (Figure 1C). We observed seven significantly altered KEGG
pathways at ZT7 in TLE mice, including four up-regulated pathways and three down-
regulated pathways (Figure 1D, Table S5), as determined by gene set enrichment analysis
(GSEA). Epilepsy-related genes involved in the circadian entrainment and glutamatergic
synapse pathways are down-regulated in TLE mice (Figure 1D), as shown by the expres-
sion of Grin2a (Glutamate ionotropic receptor NMDA type subunit 2A), Gria2 (Glutamate
ionotropic receptor AMPA type subunit 2), Kcnj3 (Potassium inwardly rectifying channel
subfamily J member 3), and Grin1 (Glutamate ionotropic receptor NMDA type subunit 1),
in TLE and control (CTL) mice (Figure 1F). In addition, numerous epilepsy driver genes
involved in the neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction and metabolic pathways are also
enriched in TLE mice, as shown by KEGG analysis (Figure 1E, Table S6), implicating altered
neuroactive signaling and disrupted metabolism in TLE mice.

2.2. Arrhythmic Epilepsy-Related Genes in TLE Mice

The expression of 251 arrhythmic epilepsy-related genes in TLE and CTL mice is
shown in the heatmap (Figure S1A). KEGG analysis showed that arrhythmic epilepsy-
related genes involved in circadian entrainment, neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction,
the cAMP signaling pathway, and the serotonergic synapse pathway are enriched in TLE
mice (Figure S1B, Table S7). In particular, four arrhythmic epilepsy-related genes involved
in the cAMP signaling and serotonergic synapse pathways, including Bdnf (Brain-derived
neurotrophic factor), Gli3 (GLI-Kruppel family member GLI3), Htr2a (5-Hydroxytryptamine
receptor 2A), and Gabrb1 (GABA receptor A subunit β1), are up-regulated in TLE mice
(Figure S1C). As protein kinase A (PKA) is known to repress Gli3 [8], up-regulation of Gli3
implicates the down-regulation of PKA. Htr2a activates Ca2+ transporters in postsynaptic
cells and interacts with Gq to activate Protein kinase C (PKC), indirectly reducing adenylate
cyclase (AC) production [9], while phosphorylation of Gabrb1, facilitated by the cAMP
pathway, is up-regulated in TLE mice [10]. Hence, it appears that the cAMP pathway is
disrupted in TLE mice. Further, KEGG analysis also showed that some of these arrhythmic
epilepsy-related genes are likely involved in carcinogenesis, autoimmune thyroid disease,
and type I diabetes mellitus (Figure S1B).
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Figure 1. Analysis of mouse epileptic genes. (A) Venn diagram of 315 epilepsy-related genes in the 
ventral hippocampus of mouse temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). (B) Classification of 315 possible 
mouse epilepsy-related genes into 251 arrhythmic genes, 25 loss-of-rhythmicity genes, 34 gain-of-
rhythmicity genes, and five rhythmicity-maintaining genes. Shown are percentages of significantly 
differentially expressed genes between TLE and CTL groups (blue) and not significantly differen-
tially expressed genes (orange). (C) Volcano plot of up-regulated and down-regulated genes in ar-
rhythmicity, loss-of-rhythmicity, gain-of-rhythmicity, and rhythmicity-maintaining groups at the 
seizure peak time (ZT7) of mouse TLE. (D) Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of significantly 
altered KEGG pathways in 315 epilepsy-related genes at ZT7. The rank of the gene set of each path-
way is listed on the right side of the plot. Four pathways show positive enrichment scores, and three 
show negative enrichment scores. (E) Top 20 KEGG enrichment pathways of 79 mouse epilepsy 
driver genes. Circles represent the gene numbers in specific pathways and colored intensities the 
corrected P values. The first-level categories of KEGG pathways are marked in different colors. (F) 
Expression of representative arrhythmic genes involved in the circadian entrainment and glutama-
tergic synapse pathways simultaneously, including Grin2a (Glutamate ionotropic receptor NMDA 
type subunit 2A), Gria2 (Glutamate ionotropic receptor AMPA type subunit 2), Kcnj3 (Potassium 
inwardly rectifying channel subfamily J member 3), and Grin1 (Glutamate ionotropic receptor 
NMDA type subunit 1). The black curve represents gene expression values from the CTL mice, and 
the red curve is for those in TLE mice. 
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The expression of 251 arrhythmic epilepsy-related genes in TLE and CTL mice is 

shown in the heatmap (Figure S1A). KEGG analysis showed that arrhythmic epilepsy-
related genes involved in circadian entrainment, neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction, 

Figure 1. Analysis of mouse epileptic genes. (A) Venn diagram of 315 epilepsy-related genes in the
ventral hippocampus of mouse temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). (B) Classification of 315 possible mouse
epilepsy-related genes into 251 arrhythmic genes, 25 loss-of-rhythmicity genes, 34 gain-of-rhythmicity
genes, and five rhythmicity-maintaining genes. Shown are percentages of significantly differentially
expressed genes between TLE and CTL groups (blue) and not significantly differentially expressed
genes (orange). (C) Volcano plot of up-regulated and down-regulated genes in arrhythmicity, loss-of-
rhythmicity, gain-of-rhythmicity, and rhythmicity-maintaining groups at the seizure peak time (ZT7)
of mouse TLE. (D) Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of significantly altered KEGG pathways in
315 epilepsy-related genes at ZT7. The rank of the gene set of each pathway is listed on the right side of
the plot. Four pathways show positive enrichment scores, and three show negative enrichment scores.
(E) Top 20 KEGG enrichment pathways of 79 mouse epilepsy driver genes. Circles represent the gene
numbers in specific pathways and colored intensities the corrected p values. The first-level categories
of KEGG pathways are marked in different colors. (F) Expression of representative arrhythmic genes
involved in the circadian entrainment and glutamatergic synapse pathways simultaneously, including
Grin2a (Glutamate ionotropic receptor NMDA type subunit 2A), Gria2 (Glutamate ionotropic receptor
AMPA type subunit 2), Kcnj3 (Potassium inwardly rectifying channel subfamily J member 3), and
Grin1 (Glutamate ionotropic receptor NMDA type subunit 1). The black curve represents gene
expression values from the CTL mice, and the red curve is for those in TLE mice.
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2.3. Loss-Of-Rhythmicity Epileptic Genes in TLE Mice

The 25 epileptic genes clearly lose rhythmicity in TLE mice, as shown by the heatmap
(Figure 2A) and MetaCycle analysis (Table S3). KEGG analysis shows that several epileptic
genes involved in the neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction pathway are enriched in TLE
mice (Figure 2B, Table S8), while GO analysis shows that other epileptic genes involved
in the neurotransmitter uptake process are altered in TLE mice (Figure 2C, Table S9). In
particular, two genes, Htr1d (5-Hydroxytryptamine receptor 1D) and Drd2 (Dopamine
receptor D2), lose rhythmicity but are up-regulated in TLE mice (Figure 2D). DRD2, as a
dopamine transporter, transports dopamine into the presynaptic terminal and postsynaptic
cells, inhibiting AC activity through interacting with inhibitory G-proteins (Gi) [11] and
activating the PKC pathway via the calcium signaling pathway [12]. Similarly, HTR1D also
inhibits AC activity and activates the PKC pathway. On the other hand, Chrna3 (Cholinergic
receptor nicotinic alpha 3 subunit) also loses rhythmicity but is down-regulated in TLE mice
(Figure 2D). Nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) encoded by Chrna3 activates AC by
binding to acetylcholine and then transporting sodium and calcium into the cells [13].
In addition, three driver genes Kcnq2 (Potassium voltage-gated channel subfamily Q
member 2), Pcdh19 (Protocadherin 19), and Aldh2 (Aldehyde dehydrogenase 2 family
member) lose rhythmicity with altered expression patterns in TLE mice (Figure 2E).
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Figure 2. Analysis of 25 loss-of-rhythmicity genes. (A) Heatmaps of 25 loss-of-rhythmicity genes in
CTL (left) and TLE (right) mice. (B) Top 20 KEGG enrichment pathways of loss-of-rhythmicity genes
in TLE mice. Circles represent the gene numbers in specific pathways and colored intensities the cor-
rected p values. The first-level categories of KEGG pathways are marked in different colors. The same
pathways that also turn up in KEGG analysis of gain-of-rhythmicity genes are underlined. (C) Top 20 GO
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enrichment terms of loss-of-rhythmicity genes. NR: negative regulation, PR: positive regulation.
(D) Expression of three representative loss-of-rhythmicity genes Htr1d (5-hydroxytryptamine receptor
1D), Drd2 (dopamine receptor D2), and Chrna3 (cholinergic receptor nicotinic alpha 3 subunit)
involved in the neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction pathway. (E) Expression of three driver
genes in the loss-of-rhythmicity group, including Kcnq2 (Potassium voltage-gated channel subfamily
Q member 2), Pcdh19 (Protocadherin 19), and Aldh2 (Aldehyde dehydrogenase 2 family member).
p value of meta2d of each gene was calculated with MetaCycle. The black curve represents gene
expression values from the CTL mice, and the red curve is for those in TLE mice.

2.4. Gain-Of-Rhythmicity Epileptic Genes in TLE Mice

The 34 epileptic genes clearly gain rhythmicity in TLE mice, as shown by the heatmap
(Figure 3A) and MetaCycle analysis (Table S3). Intriguingly, KEGG analysis of these 34 gain-
of-rhythmicity genes shows the five enriched pathways, such as synaptic vesicle cycle and
neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction pathways (Figure 3B, Table S10), which also turn
up from KEGG analysis of the 25 loss-of-rhythmicity genes (Figure 2B). Hence, in the
same pathways, some epileptic genes lose rhythmicity, while the other epileptic genes gain
rhythmicity. For instance, in the neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction pathway, some
epileptic genes lose rhythmicity (Figure 3B), and the other epileptic genes gain rhythmicity
(Figure 2B). In particular, two genes involved in the neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction
pathway, P2rx7 (purinergic receptor P2X 7) and Grm1 (glutamate metabotropic receptor 1),
gain rhythmicity. P2RX7 transports the calcium into the cytoplasm to up-regulate PKC [14].
GRM1 regulates the calcium levels of the postsynaptic cytosol as a G protein-coupled
neurotransmitter receptor, whose mutations mainly result in schizophrenia and bipolar
disorder [15], and has been regarded as a potential novel drug target for refractory epilepsy
therapy [16]. Further, GO analysis shows that epileptic genes involved in numerous
reductase activities are enriched in TLE mice (Figure 3C, Table S11). In addition, two
epileptic driver genes, Atp6v0c (ATPase H+ transporting V0 subunit c) and Lepr (leptin
receptor) (Table S2), gain rhythmicity and are up-regulated in TLE mice (Figure 3E).

2.5. Rhythmicity-Maintaining Epileptic Genes in TLE and CTL Mice

Only five epileptic genes maintain rhythmicity in TLE and CTL mice (Figure 4A,
Table S12). Even though the rhythmicity of these five epileptic genes is held in both TLE and
CTL mice, their phases, periods, and/or amplitudes are altered in TLE mice. For instance,
Abcb6 (ATP-binding cassette subfamily B member 6), Rnf13 (ring finger protein 13), and
Samd12 (Sterile alpha motif domain containing 12) are statistically rhythmically expressed
in both TLE and CTL mice; however, Samd12 and Abcb6 advance approximately 2–4 h,
but Rnf13 delays approximately 3 h in TLE mice (Figure 4B). Even though the phases of
Chd2 (Chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 2) and Apeh (Acylaminoacyl-peptide
hydrolase) are not markedly altered, both genes display lengthened periods with elevated
amplitudes in TLE mice (Figure 4C). Despite maintaining rhythmicity, altered phases,
periods, or amplitudes of these epileptic genes likely exert their effects on the pathogenesis
of the rhythmic TLE.

2.6. Possible Circadian Regulation of Rhythmically Expressed Epileptic Genes in Mice

To investigate the possible regulatory mechanism underpinning the rhythmic expres-
sion of these epileptic genes, we conducted a sequence search for circadian clock-regulated
motifs in the 5′ 5000-bp promoter regions of these 64 rhythmically expressed epilepsy genes
(Table S13). We found that approximately 70.3% (45) of them harbor either an E-Box, a
D-Box, or a RORE or their combinations in the proximal promoter regions (Figure 4D),
implicating that the circadian clock may regulate them. Experiments will be needed to
verify the circadian regulation of these epileptic genes in the future.
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Figure 3. Analysis of 34 gain-of-rhythmicity genes. (A) Heatmaps of 34 gain-of-rhythmicity genes
in CTL (left) and TLE (right) mice. (B) Top 20 KEGG enrichment pathways of gain-of-rhythmicity
genes in TLE mice. The same pathways that also occur in KEGG analysis of loss-of-rhythmicity
genes are underlined. (C) Top 20 GO enrichment terms of gain-of-rhythmicity genes. (D) Expression
of two representative gain-of-rhythmicity genes P2rx7 (purinergic receptor P2X 7) and Grm1 (glu-
tamate metabotropic receptor 1) involved in the neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction pathway.
(E) Expression of two driver genes in the gain-of-rhythmicity group, including Atp6v0c (ATPase H+

transporting V0 subunit c) and Lepr (leptin receptor). The black curve represents gene expression
values from the CTL mice, and the red curve is for those in TLE mice.
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Figure 4. Analyses of five rhythmicity-maintaining epilepsy genes and circadian clock-regulated
motifs in the promoters of rhythmically expressed epilepsy genes and the model for the altered cAMP
signaling pathway in TLE mice. (A) Expression of five representative rhythmicity-maintaining genes
Chd2 (Chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 2), Abcb6 (ATP-binding cassette subfamily B
member 6), Apeh (Acylaminoacyl-peptide hydrolase), Rnf13 (Ring finger protein 13), and Samd12
(Sterile alpha motif domain containing 12). (B,C) Altered phases (B), periods, and amplitudes (C) of
five representative genes in WT and TLE mice. (D) Numbers of the epilepsy genes containing E-Box,
D-Box, or RORE or their combinations in the 5′ 5000-bp promoter regions. (E) Expression of Adcy1
(Adenylate cyclase 1) and Prkch (Protein kinase C, eta type) in CTL and TLE mice. The black curve
represents gene expression values from the CTL mice, and the red curve is for those in TLE mice.
(F) A model for the altered cAMP signaling pathway in TLE mice.

3. Discussion

In this study, through interrogating the mouse ventral hippocampal transcriptome [3]
with the human epilepsy-related genes [7], we identified 315 possible mouse epilepsy-
related genes, including 79 driver genes, 101 passenger genes, and 135 undetermined genes
(Tables S1 and S2). GSEA of these 315 epilepsy-related genes showed that the circadian
entrainment pathway is down-regulated in TLE mice (Figure 1D), implicating the altered
rhythmicity in TLE mice. In particular, the NMDA receptor involved in the circadian
entrainment pathway is down-regulated in TLE mice (Figure 1F).

We further conducted a rhythmicity analysis of these mouse epilepsy-related genes with
MetaCycle and divided them into arrhythmicity, loss-of-rhythmicity, gain-of-rhythmicity,
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and rhythmicity-maintaining groups (Figure 1B). An understanding of the alterations of
rhythmically expressed epileptic driver genes would help unravel the molecular genetic
mechanisms underlying rhythmic epilepsies/seizures and develop effective antiepilepsy
drugs and epilepsy chronotherapy [7]. Protocadherin 19 (PCDH19), a human epilepsy
driver gene, is expressed primarily in the human brain [17], as its mutations have been
found in early-onset female-restricted seizures and cognitive disabilities [18,19]. We ob-
served that mouse Pcdh19 loses rhythmicity and is down-regulated in TLE mice (Figure 2E).
ATPase H+ transporting V0 subunit c (ATPV0C), encoding c-subunit of the vacuolar AT-
Pase, is another human epilepsy driver gene, as it has been reported to cause intellectual
impairment and epilepsy [20]. Mouse Atpv0c gains rhythmicity but is up-regulated in TLE
mice (Figure 3E). In addition, numerous epileptic genes are also likely involved in cancers,
autoimmune diseases, and metabolic disorders (Figure S1B), suggesting the co-morbid
nature of epilepsies [21].

Approximately 80% (251) of 315 possible mouse epilepsy-related genes are arrhythmic
(Table S1), while the remaining 20% (64) genes are either rhythmic in CTL mice but lose
rhythmicity in TLE mice (Figure 2A) or are arrhythmic in CTL mice but gain rhythmicity
in TLE mice (Figure 3A) or maintain rhythmicity in both CTL and TLE mice (Figure 4A).
The KEGG analysis of both the 34 gain-of-rhythmicity genes and the 25 loss-of-rhythmicity
genes revealed the five enriched pathways, such as synaptic vesicle cycle and neuroactive
ligand-receptor interaction pathways (Figures 2B and 3B), implicating that some epileptic
genes lose rhythmicity, but the other epileptic genes gain rhythmicity in the same pathways
(Figures 2B and 3B). When a rhythmically expressed gene loses rhythmicity, it implies
that its regulated/affected activity or process becomes arrhythmic. In contrast, when an
arrhythmic gene gains rhythmicity, it implies that its regulated/affected activity or process
becomes rhythmic. Thus, it appears that epilepsy can alter or reprogram the circadian
dynamics, making some rhythmic activities or processes lose rhythmicity and also other
non-rhythmic activities or processes become rhythmic. Even for those epileptic genes
maintaining rhythmicity in TLE and CTL mice, their phases, periods, or amplitudes are
disrupted in TLE mice (Figure 4A–C), likely contributing to rhythmic epileptogenesis.
Hence, rhythmicity alterations of epileptic genes in TLE mice appear complicated, and
their pathogenesis implications should be investigated in the future.

Intriguingly, PKC contributes to the circadian entrainment regulation [22], and the
AC-cAMP pathway displays a rhythmicity [23]. Further, PKC is also involved in epilepsy,
as evidenced that PKC is markedly increased in the hippocampus of epileptic rats [24],
and an AED treatment significantly up-regulates AC, cAMP, and cAMP-response element
binding protein (CREB) in the hippocampus of epileptic rats, compared with the untreated
epilepsy group [25]. We observed the down-regulation of Adcy1 (Adenylate cyclase 1) and
up-regulation of Prkch (Protein kinase C eta type) in TLE mice, implicating the reduced AC
levels and enhanced PKC levels in TLE mice (Figure 4E), respectively. As shown in the
proposed model (Figure 4F), in wild-type control mice, 5-HT1d and Drd2 are rhythmically
expressed, and their encoded proteins inhibit the cAMP synthesis and activate PKC syn-
thesis by transporting serotonin and dopamine into the cytoplasm and interacting with
Gi, while the rhythmically expressed Chrna3 encoded nAChR increases the cAMP level by
transporting sodium and calcium into the cytoplasm to activate AC. The purinergic receptor
P2rx7, activated by neurotransmitters, transports calcium into the cytoplasm to increase
PKC synthesis. In contrast, in TLE mice, 5-HT1d, Drd2, and Chrna3 all lose rhythmicity; up-
regulation of 5-HT1d and Drd2 leads to stronger repression of AC synthesis and activation
of PKC synthesis, while down-regulation of Chrna3 results in fewer activities of nAChR
and reduced AC levels. P2rx7 gains rhythmicity in TLE mice, which leads to up-regulated
PKC in TLE mice. Collectively, down-regulated cAMP signaling and up-regulated PKC
signaling are observed in TLE mice.

However, our study has several limitations. First, the original study analyzed the
pilocarpine-induced TLE and control mice with only six time points for one day [3].
Even though the pilocarpine-induced TLE mice can recapitulate clinic syndromes of se-
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vere seizures, cognitive impairments, and loss of GABAergic interneurons in the dentate
gyrus [26], as a drug-induced animal, these phenotypes and the expression levels of un-
derlying genes vary to a certain degree due to drug dosages, animal ages, and treatment
duration [26]. The time-course microarray analysis with the six time points for 24 h of-
ten led to an underestimated number of rhythmically expressed genes and a less robust
rhythmicity analysis [27]. Second, the 661 human epilepsy-related genes will need to be
revised and updated with new experimental verification [7], and therefore their mouse
orthologs will need to be updated. Third, as we focused on bioinformatic analysis of this
validated and confirmed microarray data set [3], we did not perform independent qRT-PCR
experiments to verify some of our analytic results, which would strengthen them. Finally,
our comparative analysis provided all mouse orthologs of human epileptic genes in the
mouse ventral hippocampus. Thus, some of these 315 mouse epileptic genes may not be
directly related to TLE and, therefore, not directly responsive to pilocarpine treatment, as
shown in (Figure 1B).

In summary, our bioinformatic analysis of the time-course TLE mouse data suggests
that the altered rhythmicity of epilepsy genes underpins the possible TLE pathogenesis,
highlighting the circadian role in epilepsy and providing potential targets for developing
chronomodulated epileptic therapeutics [7].

4. Materials and Methods

The ventral hippocampal transcriptome data of wild-type control (aat5979_Table_S1)
and pilocarpine-induced temporal lobe epilepsy (aat5979_Table_S3) mice used in this study
were generated by microarray analysis as previously reported [3], which were deposited in
CircadiOmics (http://circadiomics.igb.uci.edu/datasets (accessed on 24 May 2021)) (GEO
Accession GSE54652). Briefly, the ventral parts of the hippocampus of wild-type control
(CTL) and pilocarpine-induced temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) mice were collected at six time
points each with four replicates in a 4 h interval for a single 24 h period, and total RNAs
extracted from these samples were subject to transcriptome analysis using Affymetrix
GeneChip Mouse Gene 2.1 ST arrays (no. 902120) [3]. The mouse orthologs of human
epilepsy-related genes were determined by comparing the mouse ventral hippocampal
transcriptome with the human epilepsy-related gene set [7] with R program Homologene
(https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/homologene (accessed on 24 May 2021)).
The KEGG enrichment analysis was conducted with the KOBAS database (Mouse gene
symbol is the input type, and p-value < 0.05 is a filter, http://kobas.cbi.pku.edu.cn/kobas3/
(accessed on 8 August 2022)) [28], and GO enrichment analysis was performed with the
GO Enrichment tool of the BMKCloud platform (www.biocloud.net (accessed on 8 August
2022)). The rhythmicity of genes was analyzed with MetaCycle-meta2d (https://www.
rdocumentation.org/packages/MetaCycle/versions/1.2.0/topics/meta2d (accessed on
27 May 2021)) based on the R program [29]. Genes were considered rhythmic if the
p-value < 0.05. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) is performed by clusterProfiler in
R program [30]. Gene set enrichment scores were considered as up-regulation or down-
regulation if nominal p < 0.05 and cut-off false discovery rate < 0.5. Two-Way ANOVA was
conducted to determine the significance of the differentially expressed levels of the genes
between CTL and TLE mice with a MATLAB program ‘anova2’, and a t-test was conducted
to compare the differential expression of genes at ZT7 between CTL and TLE mice with
GraphPad (https://www.graphpad.com/quickcalcs/ttest1/ (accessed on 9 June 2021)).
The phases, amplitudes, and periods of rhythmicity-maintaining genes were calculated by
BioDare2 (https://biodare2.ed.ac.uk/ (accessed on 13 March 2021)) [31]. ‘Liner detrending’
was selected for input data treatment, and the ‘MFourFit’ method was used in the period
analysis. Names of genes were converted to EnsemblID using the gProfiler platform
(https://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/convert (accessed on 26 May 2021)) [32]. The 5′ 5000-bp
putative promoter sequences of 64 rhythmically expressed mouse epilepsy genes were
batch downloaded from the database (GRCm39) and dataset (mouse) with the BioMart tool
in Ensemble (https://www.ensembl.org/index.html (accessed on 12 October 2022)). The

http://circadiomics.igb.uci.edu/datasets
https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/homologene
http://kobas.cbi.pku.edu.cn/kobas3/
www.biocloud.net
https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/MetaCycle/versions/1.2.0/topics/meta2d
https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/MetaCycle/versions/1.2.0/topics/meta2d
https://www.graphpad.com/quickcalcs/ttest1/
https://biodare2.ed.ac.uk/
https://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/convert
https://www.ensembl.org/index.html
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putative E-box, D-box, and RORE motifs in these promoter sequences were determined
with FIMO (Find Individual Motif Occurrences) under the MEME Suite (https://meme-
suite.org/meme/tools/fimo (accessed on 12 October 2022)) [33] scanned with input motif
downloaded from JASPAR (http://jaspar.genereg.net/ (accessed on 12 October 2022)) [34].
Only motifs having a 99.99% match were selected for the analysis.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/ijms24076400/s1.
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